
Drive Green, Inc.

17414 Fountainview Cir.
Sugar Land
Texas 77479

American drop shipper of autocare productsYou have discovered the Drive Green™

one-shot tire inflator -- a new convenient way to inflate your vehicle's tires. This

magic inflator provides a simple, quick and accurate way to inflate and maintain

your tire at its recommended pressure.
Yes, just one shot! No trial and error! No gauge needed! It is fully automatic and

easy-to-use. The inflator will allow air flow only until your tire is inflated to the

proper pressure.
Each automotive-related business is a kingdom unto its own and RedlineGoods is

the first to recognise that. However, there are common partnership models that will

work for most businesses. Both of them are supported by RedlineGoods, of

course.Simply connect the inflator to the tire valve stem and inflate as usual. As the

tire pressure reaches the preset level, the inflator shuts off airflow into the tire

automatically and the LED light turns on. The inflator is then removed and may be

stored in your glove compartment until your next pressure check. Its heavy-duty

brass construction provides an instrument that is both durable and accurate.The

user can easily adjust the preset pressure from about 20 to 50 PSI. This adjustable

pressure range covers almost all the automakers-recommended tire pressure for

cars, light trucks and motorcycles.This inflator also has an electronic LED light

indicating whether the tire pressure is at the preset level. It's very convenient to

use during night!The inflation will automatically start if the initial tire pressure is

low, and it will automatically terminate once the actual tire pressure reaches the

preset pressure level of the inflator. The inflator shuts off air flow at the preset

pressure by itself without air releasing.
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